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DILUTE WARMBLOOD STALLIONS    (from top)

n Catapult:  2006 imported Buckskin Swedish Warmblood 
stallion, approved SWaNa.              (photo courtesy Christina Kirwan)

www.superiorwarmblood.com              

n Blue eyed dream GF:  2002 imported cremello German 
Warmblood stallion, approved aWr, branded ZFdp            
(photo courtesy Jean Kaplan Thornton)    www.palominowarmbloods.com

n limit Hurry:  2002 imported cremello Czech Warmblood 
stallion, approved rpSi                  (photo courtesy Jeanette Knight)
www.wolfrunfarm.com

By Gigha Steinman

As A child, were you enAmored with BArBie’s  

pAlomino, tonto’s pinto in the lone rAnger, or roy 

rogers‘ pAlomino trigger? if you developed An interest 

in the english riding disciplines, you thought you’d hAve 

to forego colored horses BecAuse most wArmBloods 

And sport horses cAme in plAin Brown wrAppers? well,  

not Any more!

Colors such as palomino, buckskin, and pinto are common in 
the stockhorse breeds such as Quarter horses and paints, 
but since most warmblood and sport horse registries have 

registration regulations limiting or forbidding the use of Quarter 
horse or paint blood, a person might wonder how a true colored 
warmblood or sport horse could even be a possibility.

luckily for fans of ‘colored’ horses, there are some dedicated 
breeders who have worked hard to bring color to our world of sport.  
Breeders and buyers alike now have a variety of options beyond the 
common bays, grays and chestnuts, and the idea that you had to 
sacrifice quality for color is slowly being laid to rest.  understanding 
some of the basics of color genetics can make it easier to breed for 
the perfect color.

Color – a BaCkGrouNd
samber (1976–2009) was arguably the most influential stallion in 
the history of pinto warmbloods.  he passed the 100-day-test in 
1979 and was the first and only pinto stallion to be approved by the 
Kwpn.  it is very common to find samber‘s name in the pedigrees of 
pinto warmbloods today.  not only did samber have a huge influence 
on pinto warmbloods, but his influence extended beyond the 
warmblood—he was also the maternal grandsire of nico, the only 
pinto friesian sporthorse stallion to be approved for breeding in the 
u.s.

it is hard to know for certain when dilutes began appearing 
in thoroughbred bloodlines because the Jockey club didn‘t 
recognize these colors, therefore buckskins were registered as bays 
and palominos were registered as chestnuts.  A thoroughbred 
named milkie (1966–1990) was believed to be the first palomino 
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HOMOZYGOUS PINTO 
WARMBLOOD STALLIONS     (from top)

n SempatiCo:  1999, imported black and white 
German Warmblood stallion, approved oldenburg, 
rpSi, ZFdp          (photo by Lizard Graphics)

www.silverwoodfarm.com  

n pallido Blu CF:  2006 black and white Warmblood 
stallion, rpSi approved (conditional)
(photo courtesy Crestline Farm)         www.crestlinefarm.com

n preCipitatioN:  2004, black and white 
Warmblood stallion             (photo by PIC Sweet Talk)

www.sweettalkstables.com

stallion to be registered by the Jockey club, although he was registered 
as chestnut because the Jockey club didn‘t recognize palomino until 
2004.  nearly all modern day dilute thoroughbreds trace back to either 
milkie or another palomino thoroughbred stallion named glitter please 
(1982–2000) who also competed at fei level dressage.  

dilute warmbloods don’t trace as clearly back to just one or two 
horses, and there are several currently standing at stud around the world.

Color BaSiCS
palomino, buckskin, and cremello are commonly referred to as “dilutes.”  
this coloring is connected to the cream dilution gene (represented in color 
genetics as cr).

pinto is commonly referred to as “tobiano,” which is represented in 
color genetics as to.  people sometimes confuse the terms ‘pinto’ and 
‘paint’.  the term pinto refers only to the spotted tobiano coloring; 
it is not a breed.  paint on the other hand is recognized as a breed, 
developed from the Quarter horse and is typically pinto colored.  A 
horse may be pinto colored without having any paint blood, and most 
pinto warmbloods and sport horses will have little or no paint blood 
because it is limited (or forbidden) by the majority of registries.

HeteroZyGouS vS. HomoZyGouS
cream (cr) and tobiano (to) both modify a horse’s base color.  A palomino 
is a chestnut horse which has inherited one cream dilution gene, and a 
buckskin is a bay horse which has inherited one cream dilution gene.  A 
chestnut horse which inherits one tobiano gene will appear as a chestnut 
and white pinto, a black horse which inherits one tobiano gene will 
appear as a black and white pinto, etc.   

A horse can also have two copies of the same color gene (one 
inherited from each parent).  A horse with two copies of the same 
color gene is referred to as being homozygous for that color.  A horse 
with two copies of the cream dilution gene will appear as a cremello, 
perlino, or smokey cream.  A pinto with two copies of the tobiano gene 
will appear basically the same as a pinto with only one copy of the 
tobiano gene, so genetic testing must be done to determine if a pinto 
is homozygous or heterozygous.  A pinto can only be homozygous if 
both parents were pintos.

homozygosity can be an important consideration for someone 
breeding for a certain color preference, because it guarantees a foal 
will inherit at least one color gene.  A homozygous pinto stallion will 
guarantee that all offspring will be pinto colored, whereas a heterozygous 
pinto stallion will only produce pinto offspring 50% of the time.  A 
cremello stallion (homozygous for cream dilution) will guarantee the 
offspring will inherit the cream dilution gene, resulting in palomino, 
buckskin, or smoky black offspring (with smoky black being less 
common) when bred to a non-dilute mare.  when bred to a dilute mare 
the offspring could be cremello, palomino, buckskin, perlino, smoky 
black, or smoky cream, depending on the base color of the parents.

As black is becoming increasingly popular, more people are 
also testing their black stallions and broodmares to see if they are 
homozygous or heterozygous black.  A homozygous black horse cannot 
produce a chestnut foal, and is more likely to produce a black foal.  
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Color teStiNG 
if someone is considering breeding and is curious 
about the color possibilities from their own horse, 
color testing is highly recommended.  uc davis 
and Animal genetics incorporated are two dnA 
testing facilities with color testing options.  testing 
will run about $25–50 per test, with tests available 
for cream, tobiano, and Black factor (also referred 
to as red factor and Agouti), as well as a variety 
of other color tests.  testing is simple and involves 
submitting a hair sample with roots attached.  
Knowing the color genetics of the sire and dam can 
help you more accurately predict the color of the 
foal, or to choose stallions more likely to give you 
the color foal you desire.

otHer BreedS, otHer ColorS
there are obviously a myriad of horse colors which 
haven’t been touched on.  some colors are more 
common in some breeds, and some colors are 
common in many breeds but rarely (if ever) occur in 

warmblood or sport horse breeds.  it is also worth 
noting that not all warmblood and sport horse 
registries recognize colors like palomino, buckskin, 
cremello, or pinto.  for example, the AhhA (American 
holsteiner horse Association) considers pinto to 
be “unacceptable markings” for a holsteiner.  the 
iAlhA (international Andalusian and lusitano horse 
Association) recognizes all solid colors, including the 
dilutes, but also does not recognize pinto.  on the 
other hand, rpsi (rheinland pfalz-saar international) 
recognizes the dilutes and pintos, and additionally has 
a special palomino stallion Book.

Anyone interested in breeding for a specific color 
may want to check with their preferred registry to see 
which colors are acceptable, and which breeds may 
be used to achieve these colors.  most importantly, a 
breeder should never sacrifice quality just for a pretty 
color.  luckily for breeders, there is an ever-increasing 
list of dilute and pinto colored warmblood and sport 
horse stallions which are approved for breeding to 
choose from.


